Atrioventricular nodal reverse facilitation in connexin40-deficient mice.
Facilitation is an important physiologic property of the atrioventricular (AV) node. Previous studies demonstrated abnormal AV conduction in connexin (Cx)40-deficient mice. We hypothesize that Cx40-deficient mice display altered patterns of AV nodal facilitation compared with wild-type mice. Sixteen 36-week-old mice (eight Cx40(-/-) mice and eight Cx40(+/+) controls) underwent in vivo closed chest electrophysiologic study. A 2Fr octapolar catheter was advanced into the right ventricle to record a His-bundle electrogram. A special facilitation stimulation protocol was performed in each mouse to evaluate facilitation. Following atrial drive pacing (S1S1) at 150 ms, a facilitating beat S2 was delivered prior to the test beat S3. S3H3 was measured for varying S1S2 values at fixed H2S3 intervals. Progressive shortening of S1S2 (from 150 ms to 130, 110, and 90 ms) resulted in gradual prolongation of S2H2. The prolongation was more pronounced in Cx40(-/-) mice for each S1S2 compared with wild-type mice (P <.001). In each wild-type mouse, for a given H2S3 interval, this gradual increase in S2H2 produced progressive shortening of S3H3, so-called AV nodal facilitation phenomenon. However, in each Cx40(-/-) mouse, facilitation was seen only at S1S2 of 130 ms (P <.001 vs S1S2 of 150 ms). Evidence of reverse facilitation was documented at S1S2 of 110 and 90 ms. Facilitation is observed in wild-type mice. With similar S1S2 intervals in Cx40-deficient mice, facilitation is seen only at longer S1S2 intervals, whereas reverse facilitation is seen at shorter S1S2 intervals, suggesting that Cx40 is involved in the generation of AV nodal facilitation.